ABSTRACT-The space of summands (with respect to vector addition) of a convex polytope in n dimensions is studied.
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WALTER MEYER h(Q, u) = sup(x. u). xeQ In these terms, the supporting hyperplane to Q with outer normal u {u different from 0, the zero vector) has equation *• u = h(Q, u). We denote by S(Q, u) the intersection of Q with this hyperplane. In symbols SiQ, u) -\x eQ: x-u = hiQ, u)\ when u 4 0. If u -0, SiQ, u) is not defined. We will write R < Q provided dim SiR, u) < dim SiQ, u) fot all u 4 0. The following theorem of Shephard [7] shows the value of this relation and is central to our methods: Theorem 1. There exists a polytope S so that R + S = Q iff R < Q and, for each u ¿ 0 for which SiQ, u) is an edge of Q, the corresponding face SÍR, u) is either a vertex or an edge of R no longer than SiQ, u).
The following result [6] (also discovered independently by Flowers [l] ) will provide a useful alternative to the definition of the < relation.
Theorem 2. // R, Q are polytopes in En, n > 2, then the following are equivalent:
(a) R<Q.
(b) dim SiQ, u) = 0 implies dim SiR, u) = 0.
(c) // we denote by NpiF) the set of all outer normals to hyperplanes which intersect the polytope P along the face F, then for each u4 0, NÁSÍQ, u)) C NRiSiR, u)), and consequently {NqÍQ'): Q' is a face of Q\ is a refinement of \NRiR'): R' is a face of R\.
If Q < R and R < Q we call R and Q locally similar and write R ~ Q.
Local si milarity is clearly an equivalence relation. The equivalence class determined by Q will be denoted [Q\. If Q < R but it is not the case that Q ~ R, then we write Q < R.
3. The summands of P. For the remainder of this paper, P will denote a fixed «-dimensional polytope in En, where n > 2. {»,,«,,.
•>, u.\ will denote a set of outer normals, one for each n -1 dimensional face of P. Henceforth, subscripted u's will always refer to this set of normals. The space of summands of P, denoted c{P), is defined as follows. Definition. S(P) = {R: there exist a Q and A> 0 such that R + Q = \P\. (Alternatively, by Theorem 1, S(P) = {Q: Q < P}.)
It is not hard to see that S(P) consists entirely of polytopes and is a closed convex cone. Furthermore, all members of a(P) ate formed by intersecting halfspaces with outer normals among the u.. That is Lemma 1. If R e S(P), R = \x: x. a¿ < hiR, a.) for i = 1, 2, • • •, /!.
Proof. Suppose R is «-dimensional and R + Q = XP. R is the intersection of the half-spaces containing R which are determined by those hyperplanes generated by the n -1 dimensional faces (see Grünbaum [4, p. 3l] )« These half-spaces are among the half-spaces \x: x • a¿ < hiR, a¿)i; i = 1, 2, • • •, /, for the following reason: for any u, SiQ, u) + SÍR, u) = SiXP, u) = XSÍP, u) and so dim SÍR, u) = n -1 implies dim 5(P, u) = n -1 whence u is one of z/j, a2, • • •, a. Thus |) jix:
x. a. < hiR, a.) S C R. But clearly R C fYjx: x. a. < i(R, a.)!.
Now if R is not of dimension n, it has dimension < n. Let P.' = R + P,
clearly an «-polytope since P is and since R, P C E". (1) ro" "n+l = ^^' an+l^ (*-e*» a^ hyperplanes are concurrent at rQ);
(2) T0'un+i < b(R, un+i) (i.e., the hyperplanes are not all concurrent).
In case (1), we say {l, • • •, n + 1} is a vertex set of type E(R). In case (2) is essentially unique (to within a scalar multiple) and A . ^ 0. We can assume A^. j > 0. and henceforth we do so. In case (1):
In case (2) with equality iff equality holds in both of (*). But for i £ J we have equality in (**) whence we also have it in (*). (1) Q<R. The Steiner point mapping P->siP) has some interesting properties [8] among which is: siP + Q) = siP) + siQ). Given a polytope P it is therefore clear that by choosing x --siP), the translate P + x is the unique translate of P whose
Steiner point is at 0. We shall now show that restricting a polytope to have siR) = 0 as well as R ~ Q amounts to adding n more linear homogeneous equations to those defining Atei. As a result, we have Since siQ) = 0 if Q £ ß, we have hiQ, e;) and hiQ, -e¿) > 0 for each e.. Consequently, each hiQ, e¿) and hiQ, -e¿) < 1. This places Q inside a parellelepiped of dimension 2 along each coordinate axis. Therefore A/8 is a bounded set in R'. But since / is continuous, ß is closed so Aj8 is closed and bounded, hence compact. Aß is also convex and clearly dim A/3 = dim AS (p) -1. Now, by Caratheodory's theorem, any point of AyS can be written as a convex combination of at most dim oQ(P) extreme points of Aß. Thus P = AjPj +•••+ A,P., where 0 < X{ < 1, 2* X. = 1, k < dim SQ(P) = / -n -rank(e[P]) and APj. is extreme in Aß. But the indecomposable polytopes of on(P) are precisely those of the form Aß, A > 0, where A(Q) is extreme in ß.
